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Programme

May 2011
www.telfordhamfest.co.uk

May 11

“Made in Minutes” - Simple antennas and other ideas. G0UFE et al

May 18

Surplus equipment sale. All the old gags and more. m/c Martyn G3UKV

May 25

2m walking DF hunt #2 . LWVH ; first transmission 19:30 BST 144.6 MHz +/-

June 1

Committee Meeting. HQ LWVH closed. Net around 3657KHz or 144.6 MHz

June 8

GUEST SPEAKER—David Wilson, M0OBW, President of RSGB

June 14 (Tues) Hamfest Committee meeting. Stafford Park 12
June 15 Papua New Guinea Expedition. Illustrated talk by G3JKX & G3UKV
June 22 VHF NFD Preparation
June 29 2m DF hunt #3. LWVH from 19:30 BST 144.6 MHz +/July 2/3 (weekend) VHF NFD. Long Mynd. Sat from 10:15 am on site.G3ZME/P
July 6

Committee Meeting & HF/VHF on air. LWVH open as usual.

July (Tues) 12 Hamfest Committee @ Stafford Park 12
July 13

VHF NFD Debrief, scores etc. Informal evening.

July 20
July 27

Build / Fly a Kite. LWVH Field. (Quiz at HQ if bad weather).
Guernsey Trip preparation. Oscilloscopes in Practice. (Bring one along!)

Thanks contributions from: Mike G3JKX, Rob M0TOY, David M0YDH, Don M0FHM,
Simon M3SET, Dave G8VZT
For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns contact Ricky M0RKY or Simon M3SET
Radio Amateur Exams: Latest News: www.tdars.org.uk/html/trainingFoundation.html

Editorial
Back in the Editor’s seat, again. Thank you for the various contributions received—as I’ve oft
said, it makes my publishing task much easier and makes the content more balanced. I try to
reflect the mood of the Society as well as activities, individual preferences and ideas. By and
large, we get on exceedingly well as a group, and the range of Club activities is remarkable.
I must admit a bit of prejudice (in favour of TDARS) when I read last month in RadCom that
we did not get RSGB’s Midland Region “Club of the Year Award 2010”. If the Award
continues, I’d certainly like to give it a bash again this year, if our Committee are agreeable.
On the topic of awards, I was quietly satisfied that we achieved no less than three first
place microwave contest operating award certificates in 2010, for the 10GHz, 5.7 GHz and 24
GHz bands. Jim’s (G8UGL) 10GHz gear finally threw off its gremlins which beset it in 2009,
and my own kit on 5.7GHz actually kept working, and I didn’t stuff 100W of RF down the
transverter’s IF port. (which happened the previous season). The responding Trophies should
arrive in the near future for display at the Club premises. We are fortunate to have such an
excellent site as the Brown Clee in Shropshire, but we also put in a great deal of effort into the
monthly series of cumulative last year, being out on the hills every single month from May to
October, come rain, wind or shine (or usually all three from that micro-climatic site!). All these
higher amateur radio bands have their own characteristics, challenges, problems and
difficulties, If you would like to come along on at least one occasion to see what it’s all about,
please let one of the group know, and you would be more than welcome. Generally, the
events take place on Sundays, from about 10:00am to tea-time, and anything can (and often
does....) happen. We will also be taking quite a bit of microwave gear with us to Guernsey.
MIV
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
The P29 Saga. A brief explanation re lack of QSOs with TDARS members is probably in
order. The ‘29 minutes-past-the-hour’ arrangement, listening LF of our own working
frequency, was followed to some extent, but given pile-ups literally of scores of stations calling together, it was quite often simply impractical to implement. Working 1520 hours per day was very demanding on all operators. The weekend special sked
arrangement at least plucked Bob M0RJS out of the ether, but of course not all
Members could be made aware of this late alternative arrangement, and propagation to
the UK was not good at most times, or on most bands. Sorry we missed you.
(01785 604904)
CHAIRMAN: Derek Southey G0EYX
VICE-CHAIRMAN: Martyn Vincent
(01952 255416)
SECRETARY: Mike Street G3JKX
(01952 299677)
TREASURER: Jim Wakenell G8UGL
(01952 684173)
CURATOR : Ricky Brown M0RKY
(01952 411793 or 07947 351980)
NEWSLETTER EDITOR: Martyn Vincent G3UKV
(01952 255416)
PUBLICITY : Dave G0CER
(01630 638699 or 07971 416940, leave msg)
Committee: Richard M1RKH; Simon G0UFE; Eric M0KZB; Martin 2E0TRO; Rob M0TOY;
Peter 2E0ZSU; Trophies/Certs: G3UKV,M1RKH. QSL Manager David M0EMM;
Assistant Curator: Simon M3SET (01588 674918)
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, so long as
they’re returned the following week and the usual “signing out” process is followed
strictly. That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t return it on time, please find
someone else who can, or don’t borrow it that week! Curator: Ricky M0RKY

QTC? News & Information
TDARS MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS
INDICATED OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME.
ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM. MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

After rather disappointing support in last year’s 2 metre DF hunts, we hoped
for more entrants in 2011. The first hunt took place on 20th April, and a small
number went out to find Dave ‘VZT who was the Fox. He was DF’d successfully
by Dave G4EIX, Norman G0ASP and Rob M0TOY (still 2E0RAV at that time!).
There will be at least 2 more such hunts, programmed for May 25 and June 29,
and we can only hope there will be more support. As a way to encourage more
participation, it is intended to build 4 yagi antennas and offset-oscillator modules
for any Member to borrow on these dates. Thus all you will need is a 2 metre
handheld receiver. As the fox will be in walking range of the Club HQ, you don’t
even really need a local map—just walk towards the signal ! DF experience is
helpful, but luck plays a part too, and anyone could be first to find the Fox next
time. Good exercise and fresh air too.
The use of Special Contest Callsign G3Z is always
welcome. It was used recently by Dave G0CER (BARTG contest) and from Brown Clee (432 and up contest gang.) Please
note that eligible contests for May to July include May 28-29
WPX CW, June 18-19 50MHz Trophy, July 9-10 IARU HF allmode, July 30-31 RSGB IOTA. Let me know if you would like
to use G3Z on any of these dates, please. Simon G0UFE is
organising the 6m Trophy once again. (June)
Annual Subs are due at this time—please note the current rates are £28, or £22
non-earners, £14 full time students. These rates are
un-changed from
2010/11.
The planned mini Expedition to Guernsey is taking place August 19th to
24th. A dozen or more Members have signed up to go. Non-radio activities: Superb beaches, walks and coves. Explore old German defences and local history. Sleep under canvas or in a 4-star hotel! Choice & variety for all the family !
Let me know if you would like to join us—it’s not too late.....
UKAC 2011 – (UK Activity Contests) have got going, and once again David M0EMM and
Dave G0CER are doing us proud on 6m and up (or put another way, where are the rest of
you ?). TDARS placings 50MHz 21st out of 42; 70MHz 10th of 23; 144MHz 29th of 60; 432MHz
21st of 45; 1296MHz 19th of 22. Dave M0EMM has entered all these bands except 6m, and is
placed 12th, 146th, 59th and 10th respectively, whilst Dave G0CER has been 25th, 38th, 48th
and 40th respectively, with the exception of 23cm. The rules and results of these Tuesday evening events are available from the ‘Sport Radio. > ‘VHF’ section of the RSGB website, and include results up to the end of April. There is also a similar series aimed at 80m for you HF
types ....

The opening of the National Radio Centre at Bletchley Park by the RSGB has still
not finally taken place, although it was planned for mid-April. So a TDARS visit is
still not arranged. The rumpus over the sacking of the RSGB GM rumbles on, no
doubt causing tsunamis behind closed doors, and even their AGM has been postponed for a month due to ‘unforeseen circumstances’. It’s ironic that the operating
loss (~£42K) declared in the Annual Report (May RadCom) closely matches the
amount of money which has gone missing from the till. [“personal expenditure
having been incurred on a Company Credit Card but not repaid and some other
lesser matters” -Pg.44 May RadCom]. I hope they remember that’s Members’ (our)
money, and that a proper explanation will be issued in due course..
Two Members have organised a special JOTA (Scout Jamboree On The Air) for
the worldwide event on the weekend of October 15/16. David M0YDH is Assistant
Scout Leader for the Wolverhampton North Scouts (Wednesfield area) and has already booked the Special Event callsign GB0WNS for that weekend. Meanwhile,
Simon M3SET is organising a JOTA station in the Diddlebury area GB0LSG (Ludlow
Scout Group). Hopefully Club Members will give support to these guys, and if
possible, go and operate and talk to the youngsters. The ridiculous CRB vetting
process has been relaxed by the government, so should be less (or not-at-all) of a
problem this year. Speak to David or Simon if you can help.
It had been noticed by some Members that some web links on the Internet to our
TDARS website no longer work. Don M0FHM has sent out the following message:

www.TDARS.ORG.UK
“This address was introduced over 2 years ago. A link was provided from the old
(not .uk) address. Over one year ago I introduced a page stating the correct
address. About 6 months ago I removed the link, but left a warning. About two
weeks ago I removed the old address. So please note the correct address is :-

www.TDARS.ORG.UK “ So, let’s hope that clarifies things.
Several club Members have dabbled in SOTA (Summits On The Air) on both VHF
and HF. David M0YDH recently commented in an e-mail:- “ In my sort of SOTA I've
just passed the 250 activator points mark - only another 750 to go to Goat-dom!
Immensely enjoyable when it's not teeming it down with rain or howling a gale.Then,
like on Aran Fawddwy, Caudale Moor and Seat Sandal it's a slog and a memorable
experience.
As you appear to be car dependant Paul, the nearest SOTA summit with a road in
the activation zone is G/WB-018 View Edge beyond Craven Arms. If you walk about
10 paces from the car and operate proper portable off whatever battery you'll get
your first SOTA activation point. In South Wales I activated Mynydd Eppynt and
Mynydd Bettws whilst on full crutches with a broken leg because they have a public
road through the AZ and Geoff 2E0BTR drove me there . Ditto Ruardean Hill in
Gloucestershire. The Great Orme is another possible [although there is a known
miscreant who calls CQ SOTA from within his car from this summit].
+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+

73 Mike G3JKX

Trials, Tribulations and a Whole heap of Fun at Tywyn!
By Simon Taylor. M3SET
On Friday 29th April, in a determined effort to avoid the Royal Wedding, four club members
Rob M0TOY (congratulations on the new call Rob!), Dave G8VZT, Paul M0PNN and myself
M3SET, plus two guests David 2W0ZJA and Callum M6XCM set off towards Tywyn for this
year’s International Marconi Day operation. Callum and I were running ahead of schedule, so
decided to stop in Aberdyfi for a nice cuppa and a walk along the beach. Despite being warm
and gloriously sunny, it was exceptionally windy on the beach with coarse sand beating our
faces. Little did I know then, but the wind played an important role in the weekend’s events!
After arrival at our usual site, greetings were exchanged and we commented on how calm
the weather was compared to Aberdyfi. Little did we know then what was to come later,
perhaps if we had of known we may just
have turned around and gone straight
home. After a brief chat with Jean, our
Rob
unique provider of electric and water,
we briefly reviewed Rob’s plans for the
aerial farm and got to work.
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In the centre of the field we placed one of the club’s
mobile masts, upon which we put Rob’s tri band 3
element yagi. To the side of this we placed a strong
arm mast, with a Comet H422 inverted V rotatable dipole which we planned to use on 40
metres. This mast was also to support one leg of the doublet. At the opposite end of the field
we placed a third mast, which was used to support the other leg of the 135ft doublet, which
we intended to use on 80 metres. Rob had come up with an ingenious plan to position the
doublet above the tri band beam on the centre mast, using a Sota telescopic pole, thus
placing the centre of the doublet at approximately 17 metres above ground level. This
worked well and allowed the beam to rotate safely without getting tangled with the doublet.
Three tents were erected, one for the 40 metre station, the club tent to house the transceiver
and controls for the tri band beam and my own tent for the 80 metre set up using the club’s
own IC756. All of this was eventually tested on the Friday evening after much needed Cod
and Chips and we were all looking forward to International Marconi Day on the Saturday.
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Callum M6XCM, who at just 15 years of age, has
only recently gained his foundation licence, having
attended a course at Ludlow Air Cadets, where the
instructors were the esteemed Mike G3JKX and Rich
M0RKY. Callum had not operated since his exam
and was feeling a little nervous about doing so. He
did not need to worry though, as David 2W0ZJA
guided him through a QSOs on 7mhz. Callum did
really well and was soon at ease and enjoying the
experience. Thanks David.

By late Friday evening, Paul and David were rather tired, so retired to their beds and
planned to start operating on 7Mhz early the following morning. Rob, Callum and I decided
to start operating at 00:00 GMT. By this time, we had noticed that the wind had started to
pick up.
At 00:00 GMT Callum and I settled into our chairs and started to call CQ on 3.5Mhz, after
just two QSOs, Rob rushed in looking rather flustered, telling us to stop transmitting immediately. The high winds had caused the Sota pole which was supporting the doublet above
the beam to snap in two and an element of the doublet was now caught on an element of
the beam! In increasingly high winds, I tried to hold a torch beam steady as Rob tried to
launch a line over the boom of the beam, which we could use to free the doublet. This was
successful on just our second attempt, the doublet was then secured beneath the beam
and I could return to calling CQ and Callum went off to bed.
A few minutes later Rob reappeared looking
even more stern faced than before. The high
winds had caused the club tent to collapse,
breaking a couple of poles in the process.
I offered to come and help Rob, but he said
there was no need as he had already secured
the remains of the tent to the ground and the
Note the equipment outlines under the fallen canvas !!!
equipment inside it was secure. We continued
to operate on 3.5Mhz having some interesting QSOs into the east coast of the USA and
Canada, a first for me on 80 metres. I also had an enjoyable QSO with Norman G4USB,
who is one of the founders of IMD and was operating the Cornish Radio Amateur Clubs
special call GB4IMD. I explained to Norman our difficulties and I think that his laughing
was in reality sympathy for our predicament! I eventually went to bed around 03:40 GMT.
Saturday morning came around all too soon and
the wind continued to gust up to 40 – 50 mph.
Having assessed that the club tent was terminal,
yet safely pinned to the ground and waited down
with various pieces of non essential kit, we all decided to leave well alone and get operating. Paul
and David on 40 metres and Callum and I on 80
metres. Rob set about rescuing the transceiver
and rotator control from the club tent and set
about establishing the tri band beam station from
the back of his very useful van.

Upper SOTA mast gone!

Both the 7Mhz station and the 3.5Mhz station
were soon very busy with pile ups to be worked
through. However, it soon became apparent that the 3.5Mhz station was been troubled
with S9+ of co-interference from the rotary dipole being used on 7Mhz. Dave VZT, decided
there was only one course of action to solve this problem, move the doublet away from the
offending rotary dipole. So off we set, dropping the far mast in high winds and placing it
further away from the centre, thus allowing the doublet to be moved further away from the
errant rotary dipole. We were now using our third aerial configuration in less than 24 hours!
Lunchtime saw the arrival of Peter 2E0ZSU and our friend Nigel G1GZZ. Pete finally broke
his non operating stance and was seen hammering out CQ on a straight key on 20 metres.
Mr Marconi would have been very pleased to note that CW is still alive and kicking within
the TDARs ranks! We were also visited by two local amateurs, 12 year old Ricky
MW6GWR and his father Kevin MW3RNI. They were both really impressed with what they
saw and duly took pictures of various aspects of the site for a local website.

Throughout the day, many interesting QSOs were made and many of the 3.5 Mhz stations
worked enquired how we were surviving with the high winds. It appeared that Norman and
his friends at GB4IMD had been telling everyone about our little problems. I think that it is a
fantastic that fellow amateurs look out for one another in this way.
Saturday was a really busy, yet very enjoyable day and everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Paul and David had talked themselves hoarse with the pile ups on 7Mhz, so retired
to bed late Saturday night. Rob and I continued to operate our respective stations until
around 23:45 GMT before turning in, exhausted but really pleased with our efforts.
Sunday morning, 06:10 local time and snap, crack, bang! I was woken abruptly from my
slumber. My poor old tent had collapsed tearing seams and breaking poles, to ensure it was
completely written off. In high winds we slowly packed up and finally said our goodbyes.
It had been a weekend of difficulties and
Paul, Rob, David, Simon. (‘VZT off site already!)
frustration, yet was also full of excitement
and good humour. But had the weekend
been worthwhile? I would say yes! We
made a total of 470 QSOs, working 34 different countries, which I think is a TDARS
record for this event. (Yes it is—Ed). Despite all the trials and tribulations, would we
do it again? You bet!
My thanks go to all those who attended or
visited and to Martyn G3UKV for his advice
and support.
I must finally congratulate Callum M6XCM,
who with no experience at all dealt with a pile up on 80 metres in a calm and professional
manner.... well done!

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
2011 TDARS Survey Results by Rob M0TOY
First part of 2 part Report. Much more next Newsletter—Ed
Responses
Foundation 2 : Intermediate 8 : Advanced 27 None:1

Total : 38

View TDARS Website
Most days 6 : Twice a week 7 : Once a week 14 : Occasionally 8 : Never 1
Check an Email Account
More than Once a day 15 : Once a day 17 : Twice a week 1 : Once a week 0:
Occasionally 0 Never 3
Listen to Amateur Radio
Most Days 19 Twice a week 10 Once a week 3 Occasionally 3 Rarely 0 Never 0
Transmit Amateur Radio
Most Days 12 Twice a week 10 Once a week 7 Occasionally 4 Rarely 1 Never 1
Morse
Modes in Use:
9
Interested parties: 14

Phone
Data
DSTAR TV Echolink
34
17
9
3
8
5
10
6
8
8
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

